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1. INTRODUCTION

In the standard model of individual choice, all agents at least weakly
prefer more information to less. This idea was formalized by Blackwell
[4, 5]. In the standard account, however, the agents' preference for infor-
mation is only instrumental. That is, they like information only because it
lets them design better strategies. If they do not or cannot condition their
actions on what they learn, then information is of no value to them. Intro-
spection suggests, however, that we sometimes intrinsically (that is, for its
own sake) prefer more information to less, even in the absence of any
instrumental purpose. Moreover, even in the absence of strategic concerns,
we sometimes choose not to be informed. Consider, for example, the deci-
sion of whether to be tested for an incurable genetic disorder. A director of
a genetic counseling program told the New York Times that

there are basically two types of people. There are ``want-to-
knowers'' and there are ``avoiders.'' There are some people
who, even in the absence of being able to alter outcomes, find
information of this sort beneficial. The more they know, the
more their anxiety level goes down. But there are others who
cope by avoiding, who would rather stay hopeful and
optimistic and not have the unanswered questions answered.1

[41, p. 52]

Most of us can find examples from our own lives either where informa-
tion had some intrinsic value or where we would have preferred not to
know something. Anxious job market candidates might pay good money to
be told whether they are destined for the dole queue, not because they plan
to act on the information but simply because they prefer to know. Expec-
tant parents, on the other hand, might pay good money not to be told the
sex of their future child, simply preferring to remain ignorant. Further
afield, there is a debate among US Tort lawyers regarding whether plain-
tiffs should be able to claim damages for the current anxiety of not know-
ing whether they will suffer future physical effects from, say, exposure to
the HIV virus.2 Recognizing that people may be willing to pay for informa-
tion to avert such anxiety may justify assessing damages for such ``psychic
costs.'' Including the intrinsic value of information may affect cost-benefit
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1 We thank David Pearce for this reference. David Kelsey [24] discusses the example
of incurable diseases in a comment on a paper by Peter Wakker [43] on aversion to
information.

2 See, for example, Gale and Goyer [17] and Franklin and Rabin [16, pp. 226�234 and
311�322].



studies of scientific research. Including the intrinsic value of ignorance may
affect cost-benefit studies of holiday gift giving.3

Kreps and Porteus's [25] recursive expected utility model, unlike the
standard atemporal expected utility model, allows for the idea that agents
might have intrinsic preference for information. The model is still restric-
tive, however, in that it maintains the independence axiom, the central
assumption of expected utility theory. There are at least two reasons to
want to consider attitudes toward information beyond the realm of expec-
ted utility. First, the examples above suggest that intrinsic information
loving may be related to risk aversion. The expected utility model,
however, is quite narrow in the way it models attitudes towards risk. Thus,
to explore the connections between attitudes toward risk and toward infor-
mation, it is restrictive and perhaps misleading to confine attention to
expected utility.

Second, Blackwell showed that if we make standard assumptions about
preferences, we can conclude that more information is always preferred to
less. The other direction, however, is an open question. That is, suppose we
assume that an individual always (at least weakly) prefers more informa-
tion to less. What implications does this have for the overall shape of their
preferences? For example, Wakker [43] suggests that such preference for
information might imply expected utility. We cannot explore this question
unless we start from a broader class of preferences.

This paper, then, considers preference for information without assuming
expected utility. We focus on attitudes towards information in the absence
of contingent choices, that is, where the agent has only one action available.
In this setting, instrumental purposes for information are excluded so any
preference for (or aversion to) information is intrinsic. We consider both
the connections between intrinsic attitudes toward information and risk,
and the implications of assuming that more information is always (weakly)
preferred. A companion paper (Grant, Kajii, and Polak [20]) extends the
analysis to the many-action, intrinsic cum instrumental, case.

There are two quite different connections between information and risk.
First, there is a direct geometric analogy. This analogy has long been
known. It is implicit, for example, in Blackwell and Girshick [6]. Adding
risk to a lottery causes the distribution of possible outcomes to be more
``spread out'' in the outcome space. We can think of signals as lotteries over
induced posterior beliefs. Given the action taken by the agent, each posterior
induced by a signal is itself associated with a lottery over outcomes. Thus,
signals induce lotteries over lotteries over outcomes: two-stage lotteries.
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3 See Waldfogel [44]. Chew and Ho [9] discuss how both hope and anxiety affect well-
being. They suggest that the shape of agents' preferences for information may affect the design
of news programs, of punishments, of contracts, and of financial instruments.



Adding information to a signal causes the distribution of posteriors to be
more ``spread out'' in the simplex. Thus, adding information can be thought
of as adding risk to the first-stage distribution over the second-stage
lotteries.

This analogy is useful. It allows us to translate known results about
intrinsic attitudes toward risk aversion into new results about intrinsic
attitudes toward information. For example, assuming an agent is risk
averse or risk loving places restrictions on the shape of her preferences over
one-stage lotteries. Assuming an agent is information averse or information
loving places analogous restrictions on the shape of her preferences over
two-stage lotteries. Below, using this trick, we provide necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for intrinsic preference for information for a wide range
of non-expected utility models. With this characterization result in hand,
we construct an example to show that always preferring more information
to less does not imply (even recursive) expected utility.

The second connection between risk and information concerns preference
itself. Part of an agent's aversion to risk may be because she dislikes living
with risk over time.4 If so, she has reason to want information not (or not
only) to fine-tune her decisions but to resolve uncertainty earlier. For
instance, suppose that an agent is deciding today between a fixed payout
at the time of her retirement (adjusted for inflation so there is no risk), or
receiving at that time a payout based on her, as yet unknown, final year's
salary. One may view the difference between the expected payout of the
second option and the fixed payout as a risk premium. Allowing for intrin-
sic attitudes toward information, the risk premium she would be willing to
pay depends on the time between now and her retirement, the time she
would have to live with the risk. Specifically, if she is an information lover,
then the further into the future is her retirement date, the greater is the risk
premium she would be willing to accept to eliminate the retirement payout
risk. For the case of recursive expected utility, this implication extends to
partial removals of future risks, and the implication also works the other
way: if she would pay more for the removal of risk when her retirement is
distant then she is an information lover. Below, we show to what degree
these results do and do not generalize.

In this paper, all results are stated primarily for information loving but
this is just for expositional ease. The corresponding results for information
aversion are implicit. More generally, whether an agent prefers more or less
information might depend on the outcomes at stake. At some notational
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4 Pope [33, 34] stesses the importance of distinguishing between what she calls the ``pre-
outcome period'' (when a decision maker is still uncertain) and the ``outcome period'' (when
all uncertainty has been resolved). She contends that, by conflating these two periods, the
standard models omit welfare considerations that stem directly from an individual's not know-
ing the outcome she will receive.



cost, however, most of the results could be adapted to ``local'' statements;
for example, we could characterize what it means to be an information
lover for a particular set of outcomes. At still greater notational cost, we
could even localize the results to subsets of simplexes. If, however, an agent
is, say, an information lover for ``losses'' but an information averter for
``gains,'' we would need our notation to keep track of some ``status quo''
outcome or expected ex post utility level. This would take us significantly
beyond our current framework.

For most of the analysis below, we have in mind that the resolution of
uncertainty takes place in real time. Indeed, each of the examples with
which we began involved some passage of time. However, an agent might
also be intrinsically concerned about the sequencing of information per se.
She might prefer to learn some information before rather than after some
(possibly degenerate) decision node, regardless of whether any significant
time passes in between. In this paper, we do not explicitly model the
passage of time.5 This allows our formal analysis to apply equally to the
pure sequence case, the case of short time delays between stages, or the
case of long time delays. Of course, the plausibility of each assumed
property of preference may change according to the interpretation. Some
might prefer to use the term ``preference for early resolution'' for the real
time case, reserving ``preference for information'' for the pure sequence case.
We do not feel strongly about this, and since both cases are reduced to the
same analysis in our framework, we use both terminologies.6

Related work includes Chew and Epstein [7], who extend Kreps and
Porteus's [25] analysis of preference for early or late resolution of uncer-
tainty to a recursive betweenness model. Epstein and Zin [14, 15] extend
both models and apply them to data. Cook [12], Chew and Ho [9] and
Ahlbrecht and Weber [1, 2] present experimental evidence on temporal
uncertainty resolution. Wakker [43], Machina [31], Schlee [36, 37], and
Safra and Sulganik [35] each consider preference for information in non-
expected utility models. They confine attention, however, to instrumental
preference. Schlee [38] and Skiadas [42] extend this instrumental analysis
to subjective uncertainty.

Some of the formal ideas about preferences over two-stage lotteries used
below were first introduced in Segal [39]. Among many other things, Segal
considers preferences over two-stage lotteries that respect different notions
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5 Indeed, we confine attention to two notional stages, ``early'' and ``late,'' in which uncer-
tainty could be resolved. The extention to any finite number of stages, however, is
straightforward; see Grant, Kajii, and Polak [21].

6 Our notation could be extended in the standard way to keep track of discrete time. In that
case, we could also keep track of consumption in earlier periods. We abstract from this for
simplicity. Notice, however, that our framework is already sufficiently rich to consider
payments for information in terms of the final period consumption good.



of first-order stochastic dominance. Information ranking is a notion of
second-order stochastic dominance. Thus, our work can be seen as an
extension of Segal's study.

2. GROUNDWORK

First, let us establish some generic notation. For any non-empty closed
subset, Z, of a metric space, let L(Z) denote the set of (Borel) probability
measures on Z. Notice that the set L(Z) has a natural linear structure.
That is, if + and & are elements of L(Z) then, for any Borel subset B of
Z and any : in [0, 1], :++(1&:) & is the element of L(Z) defined by the
rule (:++(1&:) &)(B)=:+(B)+(1&:) &(B). In particular, if B is the
singleton set [`] for some ` in Z, then :++(1&:) & assigns to ` the
weighted sum of the probabilities assigned to it by + and &. For each ` in
Z, let $` in L(Z) denote the (degenerate) probability measure that assigns
probability one to `. Using the above rule, for any finite list (`1 , ..., `M)
where each `j is in Z, the convex combination �M

j=1 pj $`j
is the element

of L(Z) that assigns to each ` in Z, the probability �j : `j=` pj . With
slight abuse of notation, however, we shall use [(`j , pj)

M
j=1] to denote

�M
j=1 pj $`j

, even though the `j 's need not be distinct. Let L0(Z) denote
the set of probability measures on Z with finite support. The following
definition is useful below.

Definition 1. Suppose Z is itself a convex set in a linear space. An
elementary linear bifurcation of a measure [(`j , pj)

M
j=1] in L0(Z) is a

measure of the form [`1 , p1 ; ...; `j&1 , pj&1 ; `$j , ;pj ; `"j , (1&;) p j ; `j+1 ,
pj+1 ; ...; `M , pM] in L0(Z), where ; is in [0, 1], and `j=;`$j+(1&;) `"j .

Before we talk about preference for information, we should say what we
mean by information. We use the standard definition, due to Blackwell [4,
5]. Let 0 be a set of states of nature. In the following, unless otherwise
stated, 0 is taken to the interval [0, 1]. Thus, L(0) is the set of probabil-
ity measures on the unit interval. A signal consists of a (finite) set of
possible realizations, denoted S, and a likelihood function, * : S_0 �
[0, 1], where for any state | in 0, �s # S *(s | |)=1. We then define
``increasing information'' as follows.

Definition 2. The signal (S, *) is more informative than the signal
(S$, *$) with respect to the prior belief ? in L(0) if there exists a function
: : S$_S � [0, 1] such that �s$ :(s$, s)=1 for all realizations s in S,
and *$(s$ | |)=�s :(s$, s) *(s | |) for ?-almost all states | in 0 and all
realizations s$ in S$.
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The definition says we can construct the likelihood function, *$, of
the ``less informative'' signal directly from the likelihood function, *, of the
``more informative'' signal and some function :, which does not itself
depend on the state |. We can think of :(s$, s) as the conditional probabil-
ity of observing realization s$ from the less informative signal given that we
would have observed realization s from the more informative signal. That
is, loosely speaking, we can think of the ``less informative'' signal as a
``garbled'' version of the ``more informative'' signal.7 If (S, *) is more
informative than the signal (S$, *$) with respect to all prior beliefs ? in
L(0) then (S, *) is a ``sufficient statistic'' for (S$, *$).

Blackwell considered decision problems in which an agent has a prior
over the states of nature and has available to her a (closed) set of actions.
The agent gets to observe the realization of a signal before choosing an
action from this set. The final outcome or consequence depends jointly on
the action taken by the agent and on the state of nature. The issue
Blackwell addressed was which signals an agent would prefer. Formally, let
X be a set of consequences and A be a set of actions. We take them both
to be compact convex subsets of R. In particular, unless otherwise stated,
we take X be the interval [0, 1].8 Let C be the set of measurable functions,
c : 0_A � X, that assign a consequence to each state-action pair.

Loosely speaking, one direction of Blackwell's theorem9 says that,
regardless of their prior beliefs ? in L(0), their actions sets A/A, and the
consequence function c in C, all atemporal expected utility maximizers10

(weakly) prefer more informative to less informative signals. Moreover, if
the agent's action set is a singleton, then she is indifferent between signals.
In this paper, we drop the assumption of atemporal expected utility theory
to escape this second conclusion; that is, to allow for intrinsic preference
for information. We do not discuss the case where the agent has many
actions from which to choose. An extension of the analysis here to this
many-action case, however, is available in Grant, Kajii, and Polak [22].

If agents have only one action available to them, they cannot condition
their actions on what they observe. In this case, given the action, a prior
and a consequence function, each signal may be identified with a two-stage
lottery. The first stage is a probability distribution over the possible realizations
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7 Strictly speaking, the definition above is more general than a garbling: see Marschak and
Radner [32, pp. 64�67].

8 The analysis can readily be extended to outcome sets that are general compact metric
spaces if we assume that all welfare-relevant risk can be characterized as risk over the ranks
of outcomes; see Grant, Kajii, and Polak [18].

9 Bohnenblust, Shapley, and Sherman [2] derived a closely related result.
10 By atemporal expected utility maximizer, we mean that the agent's preferences satisfy the

von Neuman�Morgenstern assumptions plus, in the context of multi-stage lotteries, the reduc-
tion axiom (defined below).



of the signal, and each second-stage lottery is the distribution over out-
comes associated with the posterior induced by a possible realization.

To formalize this, first notice that, with the weak topology, L(X) is a
compact metric space. So, L(L(X)) is a compact metric space with the
weak topology. With slight abuse of terminology, we will often refer to
elements of L(X) as distributions or one-stage lotteries, and to elements of
L0(L(X)) as simple two-stage lotteries. Now, fix a prior belief ? in L(0),
a single action a in A, and a consequence function c in C. From the prior
belief ? and the signal (S, *), we can compute the unconditional probability
of observing each realization. We can ignore signal realizations that occur
with zero probability, so let (s1 , ..., sN)�S denote the list of signal realiza-
tions that occur with positive probability. For each such si , let qi in (0, 1]
denote this probability, and let Pi in L(0) denote the posterior belief over
states induced by that realization. Given the posterior belief Pi , the
action a induces a probability measure over consequences via the conse-
quence function c. Let H(Pi , c, a) be this probability measure where, for
any Borel subset B of X, H(Pi , c, a)(B)=Pi ([| # 0 : c(|, a) # B]). Thus
[(H(Pi , c, a), qi)

N
i=1] is a two-stage lottery in L0(L(X)).11

Let p2 denote an agent's (complete and transitive) preference relation
over the set of simple two-stage lotteries, L0(L(X)). We assume that an
agent's attitude towards information can be characterized by these
preferences. That is, the agent uses p2 to construct a preference ordering
over signals according to the two-stage lotteries that the signals induce.
This assumption excludes framing effects. For example, if two signals
induce the same two-stage lottery, the agent is indifferent between them.
We assume throughout that p2 is continuous as a relation on L0(L(X)).

In standard models of individual choice (including Blackwell's), it is
implicitly assumed that preferences over two-stage lotteries satisfy the
reduction of compound lottery axiom. For any two-stage lottery, X=
[(Fi , qi)

N
i=1] in L0(L(X)), let \(X) in L(X) be the reduced one-stage

lottery such that, for each Borel subset B of X, \(X)(B)=�N
i=1 q iF i (B).

Definition 3. An agent's preference relation over two-stage lotteries,
p2 , satisfies reduction if for all pairs of two-stage lotteries X and X$ in
L0(L(X)) : \(X)=\(X$) implies Xt 2 X$.

In this paper we do not assume reduction. The reason is that reduction
imposes intrinsic indifference for information. Suppose, for example, that a
student has just taken an exam which she believes she has passed with
probability three-quarters. She has the choice between two delivery systems
(signals): a fast one that delivers the result tonight, or a slow one that
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11 This is the element of L0(L(X)) that for each F in L(X) assigns probability
�i : H(Pi, c, a)=F qi .



delivers it tomorrow. That is, tonight, under the fast system she will be
informed but under the slow system she will not. She has no decisions to
make tonight that depend in any way on her information. Both of the
signals induce the same probability over the final outcomes, pass or fail;
that is, ( 3

4 , 1
4). Therefore, if we impose that student's preferences satisfy

reduction, then she must be indifferent between getting the information
tonight or not. We want to allow, however for the possibility that, tonight,
the student would strictly prefer to be informed.12

We can identify two special subclasses of two-stage lotteries: early-
resolution lotteries in which all uncertainty is resolved in the first stage;
and late-resolution lotteries in which no uncertainty is resolved in the first
stage. In the above example, the two-stage lottery induced by the fast
delivery system is an early-resolution lottery, while that induced by the
slow system is a late-resolution lottery. Let per denote the restriction of
two-stage lottery preferences, p2 , to early-resolution lotteries, and let plr

denote the restriction of p2 to late-resolution lotteries. Both per and plr

inherit continuity from p2 .
Both early- and late-resolution lotteries are subsets of the set of two-

stage lotteries. However, since early-resolution lotteries are degenerate in
the second stage, and late-resolution lotteries are degenerate in the first
stage, both sets are isomorphic to the set of one-stage lotteries.13 That is,
each one-stage lottery F=[(x i , pi)

N
i=1] in L0(X) is naturally associated

with the early-resolution lottery [($xi
, pi)

N
i=1] and the late-resolution

lottery [(x i , pi)
N
i=1 , 1], both of which have F as their reduction. As we

are not assuming reduction, the agent need not be indifferent between
[($xi

, pi)
N
i=1] and [(x i , pi)

N
i=1 , 1].

Given these isomorphisms the preference relations per and plr may (or
may not) be endowed with familiar properties of preferences over one-stage
lotteries such as independence. More precisely, let p1 be a generic
preference relation over sets that are isomorphic to L(X).

Definition 4. The preference relation p1 satisfies independence if, for
all F1 , F2 and F3 in L(X) and all : in (0, 1], F1 p1 F2 if and only if
:F1+(1&:) F3 p1 :F2+(1&:) F3 .

Unless explicitly stated, we do not assume that the preferences over
either early- or late-resolution lotteries satisfy independence. We assume
throughout, however, that both per and plr respect first-order stochastic
dominance.
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12 Some writers do not use the term reduction where time is involved. Notice, however, that
in this example, all preferences and information refer to the same moment in time, ``tonight.''

13 Strictly speaking, the set of early-resolution lotteries are isomorphic to L0(X) and the set
of late-resolution lotteries are isomorphic to L(X).



In this paper, we reserve the term independence to refer to a substitution
property of p preferences over sets isomorphic to the set of one-stage
lotteries.14 Thus, independence involves ``within-stage'' probability mixtures
of either early- or late-resolution lotteries. By contrast, the following
substitution property involves replacing one second-stage lottery with
another within a two-stage lottery.

Definition 5. An agent's preference relation over two-stage lotteries,
p2 , satisfies recursivity if for all pairs of two-stage lotteries of the form
X=[(Fi , q i)

N
i=1] and Y=[(F1 , q1 ; ...; Fj&1 , qj&1 ; F $j , qj ; F j+1 , qj+1 ; ...;

FN , qN)] in L0(L(X)), with qj>0: Xp2 Y if and only if [Fj , 1]plr

[F $j , 1].15 ,16

Recursivity superficially resembles the independence axiom. Indeed, if the
agent satisfies reduction, then recursivity implies that she is an atemporal
expected utility maximizer. Without reduction, however, recursivity does
not imply that the agent's preferences over either early- or late-resolution
lotteries satisfy independence. If an agent's preferences over two-stage
lotteries are recursive and both her preferences over early- and over late-
resolution lotteries satisfy independence, we say that the agent satisfies
recursive expected utility. Notice, however, that recursive expected utility,
first studied by Kreps and Porteus [25], does not imply atemporal
expected utility; that is, reduction need not hold.17

Recursivity is a technically convenient assumption, especially in the
absence of reduction. Either property allows preferences over two- (or
indeed multi-) stage lotteries to be analyzed in terms of preference relations
over one-stage lotteries. Given reduction, we can first reduce each two-
stage lottery, then evaluate the reduced lottery using preferences over one-
stage lotteries. Given recursivity, even without reduction, we can break the
evaluation of a two-stage lottery into two parts, where the first part uses
only preferences over late-resolution lotteries and the second part uses only
preferences over early-resolution lotteries. First, we replace each second-
stage lottery by its late-resolution certainty equivalent. For any F in L(X),
the certainty equivalent of F with respect to the preference relation p1 ,
CE1 (F ) is the outcome in X such that $CE1 (F )t1 F. That is, by definition,
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14 Segal [39] refers to this as ``mixture independence.''
15 The (Fi)

N
i=1 , and F $j are not necessarily distinct. Thus, for example, given recursivity,

[F1 , 1]p2 [F1 , 1
2 ; F2 , 1

2] if and only if [F1 , 1] plr [F2 , 1].
16 Segal [39] refers to this property as ``compound independence.'' It is closely related to

Kreps and Porteus's [25] ``temporal consistency,'' LaValle and Wapman's [27] ``recursive
analysis'' or ``rolling-back'' property, Chew and Epstein's [7] ``consistency,'' and Epstein's
[13] ``weak recursivity.''

17 For a detailed discussion of the relation between (mixture) independence, recursivity
(compound independence) and reduction, see Segal [39].



for all F in L(X), [$CElr (F ) , 1]tlr [F, 1]. So, given recursivity, any two-
stage lottery X=[(Fi , qi)

N
i=1] is indifferent to the early-resolution lottery

[($CElr (Fi)
, qi)

N
i=1]. We then evaluate this lottery using per . This trick is

well-known and is sometimes called the fold-back or recursive method.18

While some (see, for example, Segal [40]), find recursivity intuitively
appealing, others (see, for example, Machina [31]) argue that the property
is too consequentialist. Therefore, in the following, recursivity is not
assumed unless explicitly stated. Sometimes we will make do with the
following weaker property.

Definition 6. An agent's preference relation over two-stage lotteries,
p2 , satisfies conditional quasi-convexity (CQV ) if for all pairs of two-stage
lotteries of the form X=[(Fi , qi)

N
i=1] and Y=[(F1 , q1 ; ...; Fj&1 , qj&1 ;

F $j , qj ; F j+1 , qj+1 ; ...; FN , qN)] in L0(L(X)), with qj>0 if Xp2 Y then, for
all : in (0, 1), Xp2 [(F1 , q1 ; ...; Fj&1 , q j&1 ; Fj , :qj ; F $j , (1&:) qj ; F j+1 ,
qj+1 ; ...; FN , qN)].

Although conditional quasi-convexity is strictly weaker than recursivity
(and also strictly weaker than quasi-convexity of the preference relation
p2

19 ), it does not meet all of Machina's [31] objections to recursivity. In
particular, an agent who satisfies CQV never strictly prefers to randomize.
Again, CQV is not assumed unless explicitly stated.

We will also consider the case where preferences are ``smooth,'' by which
we mean Gateaux differentiable.20 More formally,

Definition 7. Let W be a function on the set of probability measures,
L(Z), over Z, a non-empty closed subset of a metric space. For each +
in L(Z), we say that W is Gateaux-differentiable at + in L(Z) if there is
a measurable function v( } ; +) on Z such that for any & in L(Z) and any
: in (0, 1),

W(:&+(1&:) +)&W(+)=: | v(`; +)(&(d`)&+(d`))+o(:),

where o(:) is a function with the property o(:)�: � 0 as : � 0. The function
v( } , +) is said to the Gateaux derivative of W at +. We say that W is
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18 The fact that this method can be used recursively has more bite if there are more than
two stages. Notice that this method can be applied for any forms of preference we choose for
per and plr (given continuity and respect for first order stochastic dominance), confirming
that recursivity does not imply expected utility.

19 With slight abuse of terminology, by quasi-convexity of p2 we mean that Xp2 Y implies
that Xp2 [:X+(1&:) Y] for any measures X and Y in L0(L(X)) and any : in [0, 1].

20 See, for example, Chew and Nishimura [11], or Wang [45].
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Gateaux differentiable if W is Gateaux differentiable at all + in L(Z). We
refer to v : Z_L(Z) � R as the Gateaux derivative of W.

For the special case where L(Z) is isomorphic to the set of one-stage
lotteries L(X), we use u1( } ; } ) : X_L(X) � R to denote the Gateaux
derivative associated with a Gateaux differentiable representation of the
preference relation p1 . Following Machina [28], for each G in L(X), we
refer to u1( } ; G) as the local utility function at G.

3. CHARACTERIZING INTRINSIC PREFERENCE
FOR INFORMATION

We now introduce a new substitution property for preferences over two-
stage lotteries.

Definition 8. An agent's preference relation over two-stage lotteries,
p2 , satisfies single-action information loving (SAIL) if, for any pair of two
stage lotteries X and Y in L0(L(X)) such that Y is an elementary linear
bifurcation of X, Yp2 X. Single-action information aversion and single-
action information neutrality can be defined similarly, mutatis mutandis.

The name single action information loving is justified by the proposition
below. Loosely speaking, recursivity involves the replacement of one
``branch'' of a two-stage lottery by another single branch. On the other
hand, SAIL involves 'splitting' one branch into two. The latter substitu-
tions have a natural geometric interpretation, illustrated in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. An example of an elementary bifurcation and an example that is not.
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The simplex in Figs. 1a and 1b is the set of lotteries over the out-
comes, x1 , x2 and x3 . We can think of each point, F, in this simplex as
representing a second-stage lottery over these three outcomes. Each square
represents a first-stage probability mass, q, on such second-stage lottery, F.
Thus, a distribution of such squares represents a two-stage lottery. For
example, the corners of the simplex represent degenerate second-stage lot-
teries, so a distribution with squares only at the corners would be an early-
resolution two-stage lottery. Conversely, a distribution consisting of only
one large square at some F in the simplex represents the late-resolution
two-stage lottery [F, 1]. Consider the two-stage lottery X=(F1 , 1

2 ; F2 , 1
4 ;

F3 , 1
4). This is shown in Fig. 1a by the two small (closed) squares at F2 and

F3 and the larger (open) square at F1 . Next consider the two-stage lottery
Y=(F $1 , 1

4 ; F"1 , 1
4 ; F2 , 1

4 ; F3 , 1
4). This is shown, also in Fig. 1a, by the same

two small (closed) squares at F2 and F3 , and the two new small (closed)
squares at F $1 and F"1 . Notice that Y may be obtained from X by ``splitting''
the first-stage probability mass of 1

2 at F1 into two masses of 1
4 each at F $1

and at F"1 . That is, F1= 1
2F $1+ 1

2F"1 . Thus, the two-stage lottery Y is an
elementary linear bifurcation of X. If an agent's preferences over two-stage
lotteries satisfy SAIL then she prefers Y to X.

Figure 1b also shows a pair of two-stage lotteries. The two-stage lottery
(F1 , 1

2 ; F2 , 1
4 ; F3 , 1

4) is represented by the large (closed) square at F1 and the
two smaller (closed) squares at F2 and F3 . The two-stage lottery
(F1 , 1

2 ; F $2 , 1
4 ; F $3 , 1

4) is represented by the same large (closed) square at F1

and the two new smaller (closed) squares at F $2 and F $3 . This second two-
stage lottery looks more spread out than the first, but it can not be reached
from the first by a sequence of elementary linear bifurcations. In particular,
the second-stage lotteries F2 , F3 , F $2 and F $3 are not colinear. In this case,
SAIL is not enough to imply preference for the second lottery over the first.
That is, there exists a (continuous) preference relation over two-stage
lotteries that satisfies SAIL but for which the seemingly more spread out
lottery is preferred.21 Thus, SAIL is a discontinuous property, but it is
exactly what we need to describe intrinsic preference for more informative
signals.

The following proposition collects together implications of intrinsic
information loving: for general preferences, for conditionally quasi-convex
preferences, for smooth preferences; for smooth recursive preferences, and
for recursive expected utility. The proof is relegated to the appendix but
some informal intuition for the results is discussed below.
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21 To construct an example, loosely speaking, first take a convex piece-wise linear function
defined on the simplex of second-stage lotteries L([x1 , x2 , x3]), with the function's only
``kink'' along the line containing F $2 and F $3 . Then, construct the preferences over
L0(L([x1 , x2 , x3])) represented by first evaluating this function at every second-stage lottery
and then taking the expectation with respect to the first-stage probabilities.



Proposition 1. (i) The following two conditions are equivalent:

(A) For all priors ? in L(0), all c in C, and all single actions a in
A, if the signal (S, *) is more informative than the signal (S$, *$) with
respect to the prior ?, then the two-stage lottery induced by (S, *) is weakly
preferred to that induced by (S$, *$).

(B) The agent 's preference relation over two-stage lotteries, p2 ,
satisfies SAIL.

(ii) Suppose the agent's preference relation p2 satisfies conditional
quasi-convexity. Then, p2 satisfying SAIL implies that the agent 's late
resolution preference relation plr is quasi-convex in the probabilities; that is,
for all F1 and F2 in L(X) and all : in [0, 1], if [F1 , 1]plr [F2 , 1] then
[F1 , 1]plr [:F1+(1&:) F2 , 1].

(iii) Suppose the agent's preference relation p2 can be represented by
a Gateaux differentiable function, W: L0(L(X)) � R, with Gateaux
derivative v: L(X)_L0(L(X)) � R. Then, p2 satisfies SAIL if and only if
v( } ; X) is convex at any X in L0(L(X)).

(iv) Suppose the agent's preference relation p2 satisfies recursivity
and her preference relation over early-resolution lotteries, per can be
represented by a Gateaux differentiable utility function with Gateaux
derivative uer( } ; } ): X_L0(X) � R. Then, p2 satisfies SAIL if and only if
the compound function uer(CElr ( } ); G) from the set of late-resolution
lotteries to the reals is convex for all lotteries G in L0(X).

(v) (Kreps and Porteus, [25]) Suppose the agent's preference
relation p2 satisfies recursivity and her preference relations over early- and
late-resolution lotteries, per and plr , satisfy independence with von
Neumann�Morgenstern utility indices uer and ulr , respectively (that is, the
agent satisfies recursive expected utility). Then, p2 satisfies SAIL if and only
if the compound function uer b u&1

lr is convex

Similar results hold for single action information aversion and neutrality,
mutatis mutandis.

To get some intuition for these results, consider again the pair of two-
stage lotteries in Fig. 1a. We can think of the two-stage lottery
Y=(F $1 , 1

4 ; F"1 , 1
4 ; F2 , 1

4 ; F3 , 1
4) as being induced, given a prior and a conse-

quence function, by a signal with four possible realizations, s$1 , s"1 , s2 and
s3 . We can think of the two-stage lottery X=(F1 , 1

2 ; F2 , 1
4 ; F3 , 1

4) being
induced by a signal that is similar except that now the agent can not
distinguish between realizations s$1 and s"1 , so that the second-stage lottery
F1 induced by realization s1 (the ``convolution'' of s$1 and s"1) lies between
F $1 and F"1 . Clearly, this second signal is less informative than the first.
Thus, an agent who prefers more to less informative signals must prefer Y
to X. The proof that SAIL is necessary for preference for information
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simply formalizes this argument. To prove that SAIL is also sufficient, it is
enough to show that, for any prior and consequence function, the two-
stage lottery induced by a less informative signal can be obtained from that
induced by a more informative signal by a finite sequence of elementary
linear bifurcations. This is accomplished by means of a lemma in the
appendix.

Figure 1a is also suggestive of the analogy between risk and information,
mentioned in the introduction. The pair of two-stage lotteries, X and Y,
looks a lot like a pair of multivariate distributions, where the multi-dimen-
sional simplex becomes some subset of a multi-dimensional commodity
space. Thus, each second-stage lottery, Fi in some two-stage lottery
[(Fi , qi)

n
i=1], becomes a multi-dimensional commodity bundle, and the

associated first-stage probability, qi , becomes the probability of getting that
bundle in a one-stage lottery over the commodity space. With this
interpretation, the multi-commodity lottery Y is riskier than the multi-
commodity lottery X according to a notion of multi-commodity (or
many-good) risk based on elementary linear bifurcations. Single-action
information loving is analogous to the substitution property we called
many-good bifurcation risk loving. Moreover, there is a similar analogy
between recursivity and the substitution property we called degenerate
independence.22

Proposition 1 exploits this analogy. For example, just as many-good
bifurcation risk aversion and degenerate independence imply that the
ordinal preferences on commodity bundles are quasi-concave, so single-
action information loving and recursivity imply that the preferences over
late-resolution lotteries are quasi-convex. (Quasi-concavity becomes quasi-
convexity because risk aversion becomes information loving.) This is the
intuition for part (ii) of the proposition, though we do not need the full
strength of recursivity for this result: conditional quasi-convexity is enough.
This result concerns intrinsic preference for information and does not
depend on the particular form of the preferences over early or late resolu-
tion lotteries. Kreps and Porteus [26] and Machina [29], however, show
that if an agent has more than one action available and is a recursive
expected utility maximizer then the induced preferences over lotteries are,
again, quasi-convex. Thus, intrinsic and instrumental preference for
information both imply quasi-convexity.23

Parts (iii) and (iv) also use the analogy. Machina [28] exploits the fact
that if preferences over one-stage lotteries are sufficiently smooth, even if
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22 See Grant, Kajii, and Polak [19] and [18], respectively.
23 Green [23] and Safra and Sulganik [35] show that quasi-convexity is also necessary for

an agent always to prefer more information where she has many actions available, and
satisfies reduction but not dynamic consistency.



independence is violated, the preferences can be approximately represented,
at least locally, by expected utility functionals. Machina shows that many
global comparative-static properties of preferences could be characterized
in terms of properties of the local representations. Although Machina
assumed Fre� chet differentiability, Chew, Karni and Safra [10] and Chew
and Nishimura [11] extend the idea to Gateaux differentiability.

We can think of Proposition 1 part (iv) as combining Machina's [28]
method with the recursive method discussed in Section 2. Just as Machina's
local expected utility functions map from commodities to the reals, so the
compound functions uer(CElr ( } ), G) map from second-stage lotteries to the
reals. Loosely speaking, the inner part of this function, CElr ( } ), ``replaces''
each second-stage lottery with its late-resolution certainty equivalent. The
agent then evaluates the resultant early-resolution lottery using her
preference relation per , which (by assumption) is smooth, and so can be
represented using the local expected utility functions, uer( } , G) at each G in
L0(X). Machina showed that an agent is globally risk averse if and only if
all her local expected utility functions are concave; that is, the agent is
everywhere locally risk averse. Similarly, an agent always prefers more
informative signals if and only if the compound function uer(CElr ( } ), G) is
convex for all G in L0(X); that is, the agent is everywhere ``locally informa-
tion loving.'' Part (iii) of the proposition shows that this idea can be
generalized and does not depend at all on recursivity.

Part (v) of the proposition specializes further to the recursive expected
utility model, originally introduced by Kreps and Porteus [25]. The result
can be obtained as a corollary of their Theorem 3 or as a corollary of part
(iv) here. In the appendix, however, we provide a direct proof. For an
intuition, notice that if both uer and ulr are twice differentiable, then
uer b u&1

lr is convex if and only if the Arrow-Pratt coefficient of absolute risk
aversion for plr is greater than that for per . For the case of recursive
expected utility, to say that an agent is more risk-averse for late- than for early-
resolution lotteries is the same as saying that she dislikes risk more the longer
she has to wait for its resolution. Hence, she is willing to pay for information
that resolves risk early. That is, she is an intrinsic information lover.

This intuition seems so natural that it suggests the result might extend
beyond expected utility. That is, one might conjecture that, given recur-
sivity, regardless of their particular form, preferences over early-resolution
lotteries are less risk-averse than those over late-resolution lotteries if and
only if the agent satisfies SAIL. This conjecture, however, turns out to be
false.

Recall that a signal that is fully revealing induces an early-resolution lot-
tery (so that all risk is resolved in the first stage), and a signal that reveals
nothing induces a late-resolution lottery (so that no risk is resolved in the
first stage). Therefore, an agent always prefers full information to no
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information if and only if CEer (F )�CElr (F ) for all simple one-stage lot-
teries F in L0(X). Now, suppose an agent's preferences over late-resolution
lotteries are more risk-averse than those over early-resolution lotteries.
Then, in particular, the agent would pay more for the complete elimination
of a late-resolving risk than for the complete elimination of the correspond-
ing early-resolving risk. That is, for each risk, her late-resolution certainty
equivalent must be less than her early-resolution certainty equivalent.
Thus, if an agent's preferences over late-resolution lotteries are more
risk-averse than those over early-resolution lotteries then the agent prefers
complete information to no information. But, in general, this is not
sufficient to conclude that the agent prefers any partial increase in informa-
tion.24 That is, this does not imply SAIL.

Similarly, suppose an agent satisfies SAIL. Then, she prefers more to less
informative signals so, in particular, she prefers full to no information.
Thus, for each risk, her late-resolution certainty equivalent must be less
than her early-resolution certainty equivalent. That is, if an agent satisfies
SAIL then, she would pay more for the complete elimination of a risk that
resolves late than for that of the corresponding risk that resolves early. But,
this is not sufficient to rank the preferences over early- and late-resolution
lotteries by their attitudes to all partial decreases in risk. For the special
case of expected utility, to adduce whether one preference relation is more
risk averse than another with regard to all reductions in risk, partial or
complete, it is enough to compare their willingness to pay for the complete
elimination of risks, that is to compare certainty equivalents. For general
preferences, however, we need also to compare conditional willingness to
pay for partial reduction of risk, that is, to compare conditional certainty
equivalents.

Definition 9. For any pair of one stage lotteries F and F $ in L(X),
and any : in (0, 1] the conditional certainty equivalent of F given F $ and
: with respect to the preference relation p1 , CCE1 (F; F $, :), is the
outcome in X such that :F+(1&:) F $t1 :$CCE1 (F )+(1&:) F $.

The following proposition formalizes (and slightly strengthens) the con-
clusions of the above discussion. The proof, including counter-examples for
the negative statements, is in the appendix.

Proposition 2. Given recursivity:

(i) If an agent's preference relation over two-stage lotteries, p2 ,
satisfies SAIL then for all pairs of discrete one-stage lotteries F and F $ in
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L0(X), and all : in (0, 1], CElr (F )�CCEer (F; F $, :). But, this agent's
preference relation over late-resolution lotteries, plr , need not be more risk
averse than her preference relation over early-resolution lotteries, per .

(ii) If an agent's preference relation over late-resolution lotteries, plr ,
is more risk averse than her preference relation over early-resolution lotteries,
per , then for each one-stage lottery (xi , pi)

N
i=1 in L0(X) the early-resolution

lottery ($xi
, pi)

N
i=1 is weakly preferred to the late-resolution lottery

[(xi , pi)
N
i=1 , 1]. But this agent's preference relation over two-stage lotteries,

p2 , need not satisfy SAIL.

Earlier studies, such as Wakker [43], have argued that if an agent
always prefers more information to less then her preferences must satisfy
independence. Safra and Sulganik [35] show that for almost all pairs of
information-ranked signals there exists a non-expected utility maximizer
who, given some set of actions, strictly prefers the less informative signal.
Both theirs and Wakker's assumptions, however, implicitly exclude agents
who have strict intrinsic preferences about information. That is, they
assume the reduction axiom. Safra and Sulganik leave as an open question
whether, if we drop reduction, there exist recursive non-expected utility
preferences that always prefer more information to less.

In a companion paper (Grant, Kajii, and Polak [21]), we have shown
that both the two most-studied families of non-expected utility preferences
(recursive betweenness and recursive rank-dependence) almost collapse
back to recursive expected utility if we impose preference for information.
The following example, however, shows that, even given recursivity,
preference for information does not imply that either the preferences over
early- or over late-resolution lotteries need satisfy independence. Indeed, in
the example, preferences are strictly quasi-convex in both stages. Moreover,
both preferences are risk averse, and both come from the same family of
static preferences.25

Example 1. Assume recursivity. Let preferences over early-resolution
lotteries be represented by Wer(F )= 1

2 [�1
0 x1�2F(dx)+(�1

0 x1�4F(dx))2] and
let preferences over late-resolution lotteries be represented by Wlr(F )=
1
2 [�1

0 x1�4F(dx)+(�1
0 x1�8F(dx))2].

Given Proposition 1 part (iv), to show that these preferences exhibit
SAIL, it is enough to show that the local utility function uer(CElr ( } ); G) is
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available and so can not condition her actions on what she learns. That is, it deals only with
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is straightforward to extend to the many-action case, see Grant, Kajii, and Polak [22].



convex for all G in L(X). The local utility function of Wer is given by
uer(x; G)= 1

2x1�2+[�1
0 y1�4G(dy)]_x1�4. The certainty equivalent function

derived from the preference for late-resolution lotteries, Wlr , is given by
CElr (F )=hlr b Wlr(F ), where hlr(z)=z4. Since Wlr( } ) is convex for prob-
ability mixtures, it follows that CElr (F ) is also convex. Hence the
compound function uer(CElr ( } ); G) from L(X) to the reals is convex.

The functionals Wer and Wlr are examples of Chew, Epstein, and Segal's
[8] quadratic utility; hence Example 1 is a recursive quadratic utility
model. Recall that increasing information is analogous to increasing risk in
the space of second-stage lotteries. Recall also that preference for informa-
tion is related to quasi-convexity of preferences over late resolution
lotteries. One motivation for Chew, Epstein, and Segal's model is that it
allows attitudes toward risk to be separated from quasi-convexity or quasi-
concavity in the probabilities; in particular, preferences can be both risk
averse and quasi-concave. It is this flexibility that allows the recursive
quadratic utility model to incorporate both intrinsic preference for informa-
tion and violations of the independence axiom at both stages. We know
from Proposition 2, however, that there must still be some connection
between attitudes towards risk and attitudes towards information. Indeed,
in Example 1, the preferences over early-resolution lotteries are less risk
averse than those over late-resolution lotteries.

APPENDIX

An increase in the informational content of a signal can be represented
by a sequence of elementary linear bifurcations in the distribution of
induced posteriors. This is formalized by the third equivalence statement in
the lemma below. The equivalence of the first two statements comes from
Blackwell and Girshick [6] Theorem 12.2.2.

Lemma A.1. Suppose that [(Pi , qi)
N
i=1] and [(P$j , q$j)

N$
j=1] in L0(L(0))

are the distributions of posteriors on 0 induced by the signals (S, *) and
(S$, *$) respectively. Suppose that both distributions of posteriors have the
same prior, that is, �i qiPi=� j q$jP$j=? # L(0). Then the following three
statements are equivalent:

(i) The signal (S, *) is more informative than the signal (S$, *$) with
respect to the prior belief ?.

(ii) There exist weights ; ij�0, i=1, ..., N, j=1, ..., N$, such that
�i ;ij=1 for all j, � j ;ijq$j=q i for all i, and �i ;ij Pi=P$j for ?-almost all
states | in 0. and all j.
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(iii) There exists a sequence of distributions of posteriors
([(Pk

i , qk
i )Nk

i=1])K
k=1 , with [(P1

i , q1
i )N1

i=1]=[(P$j , q$j)
N$
j=1] and [(PK

i , qK
i )NK

i=1]
=[(Pi , qi)

N
i=1], such that [(Pk+1

i , qk+1
i )Nk+1

i=1 ] is a linear bifurcation of
[(Pk

i , qk
i )Nk

i=1] for k=1, ..., K&1.

Proof of Lemma A.1. (i) O (ii) Without loss of generality, we can
identify S with (si)

N
i=1 and S$ with (s$j)

N$
j=1 where any s in S or s$ in S$ that

has zero probability under the prior ? is omitted. Then, since for ?-almost
all states | in 0, *$(s$j | |)=�i :(s$j , si) *(si | |) for each j, Bayes Rule
implies that P$j (|) q$j=�i Pi (|) :(s$j , si) qi for ?-almost all |. Therefore,
for ?-almost all |, �i ;ijPi=P$j for all j, where ; ij=(:(s$j , si) qi �q$j).
Next, observe that q$j=�| *$(s$j | |) ?(d|)=�i :(s$j , si) �| *(si | |) ?(d|)=
�i :(s$j , si) qi , so that �i ; ij=(1�q$j) � i :(s$j , si) qi=1. And, since
�j :(s$j , si)=1, we have �j ; ijq$j=qi .

(ii) O (i) Let S0 be those signal realizations that occur with zero
probability under the prior ?; that is, [s # S | �| *(s | |) ?(d|)=0].
Similarly define S$0 . We can then identify S"S0 with (si)

N
i=1 , and S$"S$0

with (s$j)
N$
j=1 . Since for ?-almost all states | in 0, �i ;ijPi=P$j for all j,

Bayes Rule implies that *$(s$j | |) ?(|)=q$j �i *(si | |) ?(|) ; ij�qi for
?-almost all |. Therefore, for ?-almost all |, �i :(s$j , si) *(si | |)=*$(s$j | |)
where :(s$j , si)=(;ijq$j �qi) for all i and all j. Set :(s$0 , s)=0, for all s$0 in S$0
and all s in S. Set :(s$, s0) such that �s$ # S$"S$0

:(s$, s0)=1, for all s0 in S0 .
Then, since �j ;ijq$j=qi for all i, �j :(s$j , s)=(1�qi) �j ;ijq$j=1.

(ii) O (iii) We will sketch how to construct such a sequence.
Let [(P2

i , q2
i )N2

i=1]=[P2
0 , (1&;11) q$1 ; P1 , ;11q$1 ; P$2 , q$2 ; ...; P$N$ , q$N$] where

(1&;11) P2
0+;11P1=P$1 . And, let [(P3

i , q3
i )N3

i=1]=[P3
0 , (1&;11&;21) q$1 ;

P1 , ;11q$1 ; P2 , ;21q$1 ; P$2 , q$2 ; ...; P$N$ , q$N$] where (1&;11&;21) P3
0+;21P2

=(1&;11) P2
0 . Similarly, construct [(Pk

i , qk
i )Nk

i=1], for k=1, ..., N. By
construction, �N&1

i=1 ; i1Pi+(1&�N&1
i=1 ;i1) PN

0 =P$1=� i ;ijPi . Hence, PN
0

=PN, as desired. Construct [(Pk
i , qk

i )Nk

i=1], for k= jN+1, ..., ( j+1) N,
j=2, ..., N$ by ``splitting'' P$j in a similar manner.

(iii) O (ii) This follows from the definition of an elementary linear
bifurcation. K

The next lemma shows that, by continuity, any pair of two-stage lotteries
are ranked by an elementary linear bifurcation if and only if they can be
approximated by a pair of two-stage lotteries which are discrete in the
second stage and that are themselves ranked by an elementary linear
bifurcation.

Lemma A.2. Let X=[(Fi , qi)
N
i=1] and Y=[(F1 , q1 ; ...; Fj&1 , qj&1 ;

F$j , ;qj ; F j" , (1&;) qj ; Fj+1 , qj+1 ; ...; FN , qN)] in L0(L(X)) where ; # [0, 1].
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Then Y is an elementary linear bifurcation of X (that is, Fj=;F $j+
(1&;) F j") if and only if there exists a sequence of pairs of two-stage
lotteries Xn and Yn in L0(L0(X)) such that Yn is an elementary linear bifur-
cation on Xn for all n, and such that X n converges to X and Yn converges
to Y.

Proof. Suppose Fj=;F $j+(1&;) F j". For each n=1, 2, ... . Fix the
Prohorov metric + on L(X). Since L0(X) is dense in L(X), for each n,
choose (Fi)

n for i{ j, and (F $j)
n and (F j")n # L0(X) with the property:

+((Fi)
n, F i)<1�n, +((F $j)

n, F $j)<1�n, and +((F j")n, F j")<1�n. Set (Fj)
n=

;(F $j)
n+(1&;)(F j")n, and let Xn=[((Fi)

n, q i)
N
i=1] and Yn=[((F1)n, q1 ; ...;

(Fj&1)n, q j&1 ; (F $j)
n, ;qj ; (F j")n, (1&;) qj ; (F j+1)n, qj+1 ; ...; (FN)n, qN)]. By

construction, we have Xn, Yn # L0(L0(X)) and Yn is an elementary linear
bifurcation of Xn, and by the linearity of the topology, +((F i)

n, Fi)=
+(;(F $j)

n+(1&;)(F j")n, ;F $j+(1&;) F j")<K�n for some constant K. Thus
as n � �, Xn � X and Yn � Y in L0(L(X)). The converse follows from
the continuity of linear operation. K

Proof of Proposition 1. (i). (A) O (B) Suppose SAIL does not hold.
Then, by Lemma A.2 and the continuity of the preference relation p2 ,
there exists a pair of two-stage lotteries both discrete in the second stage,
X=[(Fi , q i)

N
i=1] and Y=[(F1 , q1 ; ...; Fj&1 , qj&1 ; F $j , ;qj ; F j" , (1&;) qj ;

Fj+1 , qj+1 ; ...; FN , qN)] in L0(L0(X)), where qj>0 and Fj=;F $j+
(1&;) F j" , such that Xo2 Y. Choose c in C and a in A such that c( } , a)
is a bijection from 0 to X and choose (Pi)

N
i=1 , P$j and Pj" , such that

(H(Pi , c, a))N
i=1=(F i)

N
i=1 , H(P$j , c, a)=F $j and H(Pj" , c, a)=F j" . By

construction �i qi Pi=� i{ j qiPi+;q j P$j+(1&;) qjPj"=: ?. Then by
Lemma A.1, there exists two signals (S, *) and (S$, *$) such that (S, *) is
more informative than (S$, *$) with respect ?, and such that the two-stage
lottery induced by (S$, *$) given prior ?, single action a and consequence
function c, is strictly preferred to that induced by (S, *).

(B) O (A) By Lemma A.1, the two-stage lottery induced by the
more informative signal can be derived from that induced by the less
informative signal by a sequence of linear bifurcations. The claim follows
from transitivity of the preference relation p2 .

(ii) For all pairs of discrete one-stage lotteries F, F $ in L(X) such
that [F, 1]p lr [F $, 1], CQV implies that [F, 1]p 2 [F, (1&:); F $, :] for
all : in (0, 1). SAIL implies [F, (1&:); F $, :]p 2 [(1&:) F+:F $, 1].
Hence, [F, 1]p lr [(1&:) F+:F $, 1].

(iii) The idea of the proof is similar to Machina [28]. Suppose that
p2 satisfies SAIL but that v( } ; X) is not convex for some X in L0(L(X)).
Then, we can find F, F $, and F" in L(X) and : in (0, 1) such that
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F=:F $+(1&:) F" but v(F; X)>:v(F $; X)+(1&:) v(F"; X). Let Y :=
:$F $+(1&:) $F" # L0(L(X)); that is, Y is the two-stage lottery that gives
F $ with probability : and F" with probability (1&:). For each = in (0, 1),
let Z0(=) and Z1(=) be the elements of L0(L(X)) given by Z0(=) :=
=$F+(1&=) X and Z1(=) :==Y+(1&=) X respectively. By construction,
Z1(=) is an elementary linear bifurcation of Z0(=), so SAIL implies
W(Z0(=))&W(Z1(=))�0 for each = in (0, 1).

Using the Gateaux differentiability of W at X, however, W(Z0(=))&
W(X )=W(=$F+(1&=) X )&W(X ) = �L(X) v(+; X )[=$F (d+) &=X(d+)]+
o1(=), and similarly, W(Z1(=))&W(X)=�L(X) v(+; X)[=Y(d+)&=X(d+)]+
o2(=) where o1(=) and o2(=) satisfy o1(=)�= � 0 and o2(=)�= � 0 as = � +0.
Combining these two expressions, we get W(Z0(=))&W(Z1(=))=
�L(X) v(+; X )[=$F (d+)&=Y(d+)]+o1(=)&o2(=) = =[v(F, X)&(:v(F $, X )+
(1&:) v(F", X))]+o1(=)&o2(=). Hence, 1�=[W(Z0(=))&W(Z1(=))]>0
for small enough =: a contradiction.

Conversely, assume v( } ; X) is convex at any X in L0(L(X)). Fix a two-
stage lottery X in L0(L(X)), weights p and q both in (0, 1), and two one-
stage lotteries F $ and F" in L(X) and let F :=pF $+(1& p) F". Let Z0 and
Z1 be the elements of L0(L(X)) given by Z0 :=q$F+(1&q) X and
Z1 :=q( p$F $+(1& p) $F")+(1&q) X. By construction, Z1 is an elemen-
tary linear bifurcation of Z0 . Since our choice of X, F $, F", p and q was
arbitrary, it is enough to show that W(Z1)&W(Z0)�0.

Let Z(:) :=:Z1+(1&:) Z0 . We first show that : [ W(Z(:)) is a real
valued differentiable function on (0, 1); that is, (d�d:) W(Z(:))|:=; exists
for any ; in (0, 1). By the definition of Gateaux differentiability, for any ;
in (0, 1) and for any # in (0, 1), W(#Z1+(1&#) Z(;))&W(Z(;))=
# �L(X) v(+; Z(;))(Z1(d+)&Z(;)(d+))+o(#). Set :=#+(1&#) ;, so that :
approaches ; as # approaches zero and Z(:)=#Z1+(1&#) Z(;)). By
Gateaux differentiability, (d�d:) W(Z(:))|:=;=lim: � ; 1�(:&;)[W(Z(:))
&W(Z(;))]=lim# � 0 1�(#(1&;))[W(#Z1+(1&#) Z(;))&W(Z(;))]=
1�(1&;) �L(X) v(+; Z(;))(Z1(d+)&Z(;)(d+)). Substituting for Z(;), this
derivative becomes �L(X) v(+; Z(;))(Z1(d+)&Z0(d+)).

Substituting for Z1 and Z0 , then subtracting, yields q �L(X) v(+, Z(;))
[( p$F $+(1& p) $F")&$F](d+)=q[ pv(F $, Z(;))+(1& p) v(F", Z(;))&
v(F, Z(;))]�0, where the last inequality is by the convexity of v( } , Z(;)).
Thus we have (d�d:) W(Z(:))|:=;�0 for any ; in (0, 1). Integrating with
respect to ; yields �1

0 [(d�d:) W(Z(:))|:=;] d;=W(Z(1))&W(Z(0))�0
by the fundamental theorem of calculus. We are done since W(Z(1))=
W(Z1) and W(Z(0))=W(Z0).

(iv) Let Ver : L0(X) � R be the Gateaux differentiable representation of
the agent's preferences over early-resolution lotteries with Gateaux derivative
uer( } ; } ) : X_L0(X) � R. For any two-stage lottery in X=[(F i , qi)

N
i=1]
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in L0(L(X)), we denote by GX the image measure X b CE&1
lr of lottery X

via the function CElr ( } ). That is, GX is the element of L0(X) given by
[(CElr (Fi), q i)

N
i=1], which is the one-stage lottery such that, for each Borel

subset B of X, GX (B)=X([F # L(X) : CElr (F i) # B]). So from the
standard theory of integration, we can use the change of variables formula:
�X f (x) GX (dx)=�L(X) f (CElr (+)) X(d+) for any integrable function f
on X.

Since the agent satisfies recursivity, there exists a representation of the
agent's preferences over two-stage lotteries W: L0(L(X)) � R such that,
for all X in L0(L(X)), W(X)=Ver(GX). Given part (iii) of the proposition,
it is enough to show that this representation W is Gateaux differentiable
with Gateaux derivative v: L(X)_L0(L(X)) � R given by v(F, X) :=
uer(CElr (F ); GX) for each F in L(X) and each X in L0(L(X)). To see this,
fix any : in (0, 1) and any pair of two-stage lotteries, X and Y in
L0(L(X)), and let GX and GY be the corresponding one-stage lotteries as
defined above. By recursivity, we have W(:Y+(1&:) X)&W(X)=
Ver(:GY+(1&:) GX)&Ver(GX). By the Gateaux differentiability of Ver ,
this is equal to �X uer (x, GX)(:GY (dx)&:GX (dx))+o(:)=�L(X)

uer(CElr (u), GX)(:Y(d+)&:X(d+))+o(:), where the last equality is by a
change of variable. But the last expression is indeed the definition of
Gateaux differentiability.

(v) Let the functional that represents plr be given by let
Ulr(F )=�1

0 ulr(x) F(dx), for all F in L(X). Notice that, for all F in L(X),
CElr (F )=u&1

lr (Ulr(F )). Let X=[(F i , qi)
N
i=1] and Y=[(F1 , q1 ; ...; Fj&1 ,

qj&1 ; F $j , ;qj ; F j" , (1&;) q j ; Fj+1 , qj+1 ; ...; FN , qN)] in L0(L(X)), where
qj>0 and Fj=;F $j+(1&;) F j". Since plr satisfies independence,
;Ulr(F $j)+(1&;) Ulr(F j")=Ulr(Fj). Thus, given recursivity and the
fact that per satisfies independence, Xp2 Y if and only if
;uer(u&1

lr (U lr(F $j))) + (1&;) uer(u&1
lr (Ulr(F j"))) � uer(u&1

lr (Ulr(Fj))) = uer b
u&1

lr [;Ulr(F $j)+(1&;) U lr(F j")]. Hence, SAIL if and only if uer b u&1
lr is

convex. K

Proof of Proposition 2. (i) Fix any F=[(xi , pi)
N
i=1], F $=[(x$i , p$i)

N$
i=1]

in L0(X), and any : in (0, 1]. By the definition of CCEer (F; F $, :),
[$CCEer (F; F $, :) , :; $x$1

, (1&:) p$1 ; ...; $x$N$
, (1&:) p$N$]ter [$x1

, :p1 ; ...;
$xN

, :pN ; $x$1
, (1&:) p$1 ; ...; $x$N$

, (1&:) p$N$]. By SAIL, [$x1
, :p1 ; ...; $xN

,
:pN ; $x$1

, (1&:) p$1 ; ...; $x$N$
, (1&:) p$N$]p2 [F, :; $x$1

, (1&:) p$1 ; ...; $x$N$
,

(1&:) p$N$]. And by recursivity and the definition of CElr (F ), [F, :; $x$1
,

(1&:) p$1 ; ...; $x$N$
, (1&:) p$N$]t2 [$CElr (F ) , :; $x$1

, (1&:) p$1 ; ...; $x$N$
,

(1&:) p$N$]. Since the early-resolution preferences respect first-order
stochastic dominance, the claim follows.

It remains to show that SAIL does not imply that preferences over late-
resolution lotteries are more risk averse than those over early-resolution
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lotteries. Given recursivity, we can characterize a preference relation over
two-stage lotteries, p2 , by the representations of its restriction to early-
and late resolution lotteries, denoted Ver and Vlr respectively.26 With slight
abuse of notation, let F represent both the cumulative distribution function
of a lottery in L(X) and the one-stage lottery itself.

Counterexample 1. Consider the recursive preferences over two-stage
lotteries where for any F in L(X), Ver(F )=�1

0 x1�2 dF(x) and Vlr(F )=
�1

0 xd( f b F(x)) where f is the increasing function given by f ( p)=
1&(1& p)2 for all p in [0, 1].

These preferences over early-resolution lotteries satisfy the expected
utility theory while the preferences over late-resolution lotteries satisfy
Yaari's [46] dual theory.

We first show that these preferences over two-stage lotteries satisfy SAIL.
Given Proposition 1(iv), it is enough to show that, for all lotteries G
in L(X), the compound function uer(CElr ( } ); G): L(X) � R is convex.
Since the preferences over early resolution lotteries are just expected
utility, however, for all G in L(X), uer(CElr ( } ); G)=(CElr ( } ))1�2=
(�1

0 xd( f b F(x)))1�2=(�1
0 [1&F(x)]2 dx)1�2 where the second equality is

derived using integration by parts. But this last expression is convex in F
by Minkowski's inequality.

We need to show that these preferences over late-resolution lotteries are
not more risk averse than the preferences over early-resolution lotteries;
that is, there exists a pair of lotteries F, G in L(X) and an : in (0, 1] such
that CCElr (F; G, :)>CCEer (F; G, :). Let F=G=[0, 1

2 ; 1, 1
2]. Then a

simple calculation shows that, for all :<1, CCElr (F; F, :)=[(1+:)2+
(1&:)2]&1>[22]&1=CCEer (F; F, :).

(ii) Fix a lottery F=[(xi , pi)
N
i=1] in L0(X). By the definition of

certainty equivalent, for the late resolution lottery we have [F, 1]tlr

[$CElr (F ) , 1], and for the early resolution-lottery [($xi
, pi)

N
i=1]ter

[$CCer (F ) , 1]. Since the agent's preferences over late-resolution lotteries are
more risk that those over early resolution lotteries, CElr (F )�CEer (F ).
The claim follows from first-order stochastic dominance.

It remains to show that preferences over late-resolution lotteries being
more risk averse than those over early-resolution lotteries does not imply
SAIL. As before, given recursivity, we can characterize a preference relation
over two-stage lotteries, p2 , by the representations of its restriction to
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early- and late resolution lotteries, denoted Ver and Vlr respectively. With
slight abuse of notation, let F represent both the cumulative distribution
function of a lottery in L(X) and the one-stage lottery itself.

Counterexample 2. Consider the recursive preferences over two-stage
lotteries where for any F in L(X), Ver(F )=Vlr(F )=�1

0 xd( f b F(x)) where
f ( p)= p2.

Since the preferences over early- and late-resolution lotteries are the
same, trivially, the latter is weakly more risk averse than the former.27

Thus, we only need to show that these preferences do not satisfy SAIL.
Since the preferences are recursive (and hence satisfy conditional quasi-con-
vexity), given Proposition 1 part (ii), it is enough to show that the
preferences
over late-resolution lotteries violate quasi-convexity. Consider the three
one-stage lotteries, F=[0, 1

2 ; 1, 1
2], G=[ 3

4 , 1] and 1
2F+ 1

2G. A simple
calculation shows that Vlr(F )=Vlr(G)= 3

4< 13
16=V lr(

1
2F+ 1

2 G). K
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